
Coloring Pages Sizes
Coloring page sizes play an important role in the overall graphics of your coloring pages.
Although coloring pages come in a variety of sizes and forms, you may consider the most
popular and preferred standard sizes for users.

Coloring Pages Sizes Standard

US Letter

All the necessary components that you can add to your coloring pages can fit on a sheet of
paper that is 8.5 x 11 inches (22 x 28 cm or 215.9 x 279.4 mm) in US letter size. On your
coloring worksheet, you can draw figures with the ideal size for your design, such as a
flower, heart, unicorn, rainbow, cloud, ice cream, and tree.

Legal

Another standard size that works well for coloring pages that require more space than just
the images you can include is the US legal paper size. Its size of 8.5 x 14 inches or 22 x 36



cm makes it ideal for including the drawings and text that are related to the coloring pages,
which both adults and kids enjoy.

A4

The sheet of paper in A4 size is also a good option for all categories of coloring pages,
including Disney cartoons, animals, florals, and more. This size measures 8.3 by 11.7
inches, or 21.0 by 29.7 cm, and is perfect for coloring pages for activities, projects, and
programs.

Coloring Pages Sizes for Digital

Facebook

The best social networking site for sharing your coloring pages is Facebook. Knowing the
correct pixel requirements is crucial when posting images on this platform. The
recommended Facebook sizes include profile pictures with at least 400 x 400 pixels, cover
photos with at least 851 x 315 pixels in size, and portrait and landscape illustrations with a
minimum resolution of 630 x 1200 pixels and 1200 x 630 pixels, respectively.



Instagram

Instagram is the social media channel where image quality is most important. Your
Instagram posts must have a minimum resolution of 1080 by 566 pixels for landscape
orientation, 1080 by 1350 pixels for portrait orientation, and 1080 by 1920 pixels for



Instagram stories. These industry-standard pixel resolutions for Instagram are perfect for
high-quality images of your custom coloring pages.



Twitter

Twitter is a fantastic social media site for sharing coloring page ideas as Tweets. For
optimum quality that appears excellent on both desktop and mobile displays, any image
shared on Twitter must have a minimum resolution of 1024 x 512 pixels. Your unique
coloring sheet must be 1500 x 500 pixels in size if you ever want to use it as the Twitter
cover photo.



LinkedIn

Your creative coloring pages must be posted to LinkedIn with a resolution of 1200 x 630
pixels in landscape or 630 x 1200 pixels in portrait. Make sure they have a resolution of



1128 x 191 pixels if they are to be used as cover photos. Since the LinkedIn platform is
mostly used by professionals, ensure that your coloring pages are professional-looking.



Coloring Pages Sizes for Print

The standard minimum resolution for printing beautiful coloring pages is 300 PPI. Your
standard printing guidelines for 300 PPI for a US letter coloring page must be 2550 by 3300
pixels, while legal and A4 size coloring pages must be printed at 2550 by 4620 pixels and
2739 by 3861 pixels, respectively. By following these, you can guarantee the best possible
quality for your coloring book pages.



Coloring Pages Sizes for Business

Since you can sell your completed coloring pages, you need to know the right resolution
and standard size for business. The ideal paper for printing coloring pages is watercolor



paper, as well as Bristol paper. You can also follow the standard resolutions of 2739 by
3861 pixels, 2550 by 3300 pixels, and 2550 by 4620 pixels.



Coloring Pages Sizes for Adobe Photoshop

The suggested dimension for your coloring pages in Adobe Photoshop is 1200 by 2000
pixels. This will guarantee that all of your graphics displayed on screens are of high quality.
However, your coloring pages should be 2550 by 3300 pixels if they’re intended for printing.



Coloring Pages Sizes for Adobe Illustrator

In Adobe Illustrator, you have complete control over the size of your coloring pages.
Standard sizes like 2739 by 3861 pixels, 2550 by 3300 pixels, and 2550 by 4620 pixels are
available for setting. Just pick a size that will accommodate the range and purpose of your
coloring pages.





Coloring Pages Sizes FAQs

What size are the coloring pages?

The standard sizes for coloring pages are US letter (8.5 by 11 inches), legal (8.5 by 14
inches), and A4 size (8.3 by 11.7 inches).

How long are the average coloring pages?

The average length of coloring pages is 11 inches.

What is the DPI of coloring pages?

DPI, also referred to as dots per inch, is a measurement of spatial point density that is
mostly used by printers and demonstrates how many distinct points can be organized along
a line of 2.54 cm, which is equivalent to 1 inch.

Why are coloring pages good for kids?

Coloring pages are good for kids for various reasons, such as helping with their hand-eye
coordination, focus, creativity, art abilities, handwriting skills, fine motor skills, confidence,
self-esteem, stress relief, relaxation, an excellent foundation for school, and knowledge
growth.

What weight of paper is used for coloring pages?

The common weights of paper for coloring pages include 50 to 60 lb (approximately 75 to
90 gsm), 70 to 80 lb (approximately 100 to 130 gsm), and 90 to 110 lb (approximately 180
to 260 gsm).

Can you recycle coloring pages?

Yes, you can recycle loose coloring pages.



What font looks good on coloring pages?

You can use the simple Arial and Times New Roman font styles, but if you want to level up
your coloring pages, then consider the Futura, Rockwell, Helvetica, Super Grotesk,
Montserrat, Playfair Display, Amatic SC, and Century Gothic font styles.

Why are coloring pages not developmentally appropriate?

Coloring pages are not developmentally appropriate because the minds of young children
are not capable of understanding worksheets.

What are the dimensions for a coloring page?

The dimensions of coloring pages include A4 (21.0 by 29.7 cm), US letter (22 x 28 cm), and
legal (22 x 36 cm).

What is the function of coloring pages?

Some of the most common functions of coloring pages are educational materials, past-time
activities, and productive tools for programs and projects.

What are the benefits of coloring pages for adults?

Adults can benefit from coloring pages because they help to relieve stress, reduce anxiety,
enhance focus, and generate a state of relaxation that is similar to that of meditation, which
also helps to improve motor skills, sleep, and focus.


